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CITY OF ALBANY  

CITY COUNCIL 

Council Chambers 

Wednesday, July 26, 2017 

7:15 p.m. 

 

MINUTES 

 

CALL TO ORDER 

 

Mayor Sharon Konopa called the meeting to order at 7:15 p.m. 

 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

 

Konopa led the pledge of allegiance.  

 

ROLL CALL  

 

Councilors present: Mayor Sharon Konopa and Councilors Rich Kellum, Bill Coburn, Ray Kopczynski, and 

Dick Olsen. 

   

Councilors absent: Councilors Bessie Johnson and Mike Sykes were excused. 

 

 

PROCLAMATION 

 

 Albany Oregon General Aviation Appreciation Month.   

 

The Mayor read the proclamation as outlined in the agenda packet. 

 

Konopa explained that Albany has an Airport Commission that oversees policy and infrastructure needs for the 

airport. 

 

SCHEDULED BUSINESS  

 

 Business from the Public  

 

Reverend Tim Graves, 1910 Geary Street SE, introduced his co-pastor, Douglass Anne Cartwright, 3517 Hill 

Street.  Graves said they are here because they are outraged by the implication of the decision made by the City 

Council.   

 

Graves and Cartwright took turns reading a letter into the record (see agenda file).  They said, we grieve and 

declare outrage at the Albany City Council’s attitude and decision implying not all are created in the image of the 

Divine.  We grieve the Council majority’s failure to see the image of the divine within our neighbors.  Harmony 

only protects those with privilege and power.  We are deeply grieved at the Council majority’s failure to affirm 

lived experiences of people facing bigotry and hatred.  As faithful people, we stand with those whose lived 

experiences in Albany are not harmonious but who are subject to bigotry and hatred.  Voting to retain harmony 

while doing nothing to seek full inclusion of those who shared their lived experiences of bigotry and hatred is to 

fail to affirm the image of the divine within your neighbor.  The arc of the Biblical witness moves from exclusion 

to inclusion; but even in the most exclusive portions, God expects the people to welcome the stranger.  The 

Council majority turned their backs on the image of God within our neighbors, and opted instead for the status 

quo.  To call for harmony in the face of oppression and hatred of others, only helps the powerful.  We as pastors, 

you as City Councilors, and the community of Albany, must work toward full inclusion to live in God’s beloved 

community.  Graves said, in the Hebrew scripture, the Prophet Micah said, God has told you, human one, to do 

what is good and to do what the Lord requires: to be just, embrace faithful love, and walk humbly with your God.  

Graves said, this is a scripture that Jesus referred to, so this is part of the Christian and the Jewish tradition.  It is 

also part of other traditions.   

 

Konopa said the City Council will have a joint work session with the Human Relations Committee (HRC).   

 

Nancy Greenman, 12
th
 Avenue, was at the last Council Meeting.  At that meeting one of the speakers described 

relevant training the speaker’s agency provides, and welcomed Councilors to attend.  Greenman researched what 

training might be available to help people think about these issues and develop new perspectives.  She has 

participated in trainings and awareness events that have to do with unconscious bias, privilege, and 

discrimination.  One of the best she attended was provided by the HRC and facilitated by Oregon State 

University (OSU) trainers.  It was an intergenerational conversation that included middle school students up 

through senior citizens.  So, knowing that these are topics and skills that are widely seen as foundational in public 

and private organizations, Greenman thought there would be training for the Council through the City of Albany 

and community organizations, so she put a list together.  She thanked City of Albany Public Information 

Officer/Management Assistant Marilyn Smith and Human Resource Director David Shaw for their help, along with Audra 

Baca from Head Start (see agenda file).  
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Greenman explained that the Employers’ Partnership for Diversity Linn-Benton Counties is a cooperative 

of Benton County, City of Albany, City of Corvallis, Corvallis 509J School District, Good Samaritan, Linn 

Benton Lincoln Education Service District, and OSU that presents trainings on diversity related topics.  The City 

of Albany’s Mission & Vision statements point out that it supports a vital and diverse community.  The statements 

are shared at least annually with employees.  The City also has an excellent Anti-harassment & Discrimination 

Policy, with training available.  Greenman noted that her understanding is that while the Councilors may not have 

participated, they are welcome to attend.  The League of Oregon Cities (LOC) provides online training.  KidCo 

Headstart and Community Services Consortium also provide trainings in the near future that would be relevant.     

 
Greenman said that when she was thinking about coming forward to speak, she realized that while all of us would 

eagerly agree that learning is wonderful and we are in favor of it, all of us have also experienced that we like to 

learn by our own choice and time, and not when someone tells us we should.  She said, nevertheless, I wanted to 

share because we are all here for the same common goal, to make this city as wonderful as possible.  She hopes 

the future will bring opportunities to continue to talk and learn together.  

 

Sean Marie French-Byrne, 6
th
 Avenue and Vine Street, thanked Konopa for reading the proclamation for Pride 

Week in Albany, Oregon, at the last Council meeting.  This issue is close to her heart.  She has lived here since 

she was six years old, and realized she was a lesbian at age 12.  Hearing about the Council’s decision to not 

include diversity and inclusion in the HRC ordinance hurt her.  She is lucky because she has a family that 

supports her, but some of her friends live in families or communities that do not support them.  French-Byrne 

said, when your city also doesn’t support you and doesn’t want to examine its own biases in the community, 

American society, and in human nature as a whole, it is hurtful, particularly to the LGBT community, people of 

color, and young people like me. 

 

French-Byrne said she thinks there is a lot of unconscious bias in society and in all of us.  We need to recognize 

that we all have moments of being racist and of being homophobic.  We need to look at and critically think about 

the biases.  Finally, it was hurtful that people of color and people who identify as LGBT were sharing their 

experiences and they were being told that homophobia and racism do not exist in the City of Albany.  To speak 

over those people and tell them their experiences were not real, is not productive and is hurtful to the community 

as a whole. 

 

Samuel Benjamin Theodore Sachs attended grade school and elementary school here, and graduated from South 

Albany High School (SAHS).  He lives in Portland now but Albany has always been his home.  His life’s work is 

committed to eliminating racism in Portland and in the state.  He is the founder of the “No Hate Zone”, which is 

committed to education, community engagement, activism, and advocacy.  When he grew up in Albany the 

population was 28,000, and he didn’t see much discrimination or racism because most of the people who lived 

here were white.  He was one of a very few Jewish families, but he didn’t see much hatred.  When people ask him 

why he does the work he does, he says that while growing up he didn’t see it, but he sees it now.  He served on 

Portland’s Human Rights Commission for two years, and he was the Chair of the Community and Police 

Relations Committee. 

 

Sachs said that he grew up here and went to a school whose mascot was the Confederate flag.  It flew in the 

gymnasium for 20 years, but he didn’t understand the significance of what it meant and how it impacted black 

people.  He no longer has pride in that mascot.  He said, the important thing is that when you get to that place of 

realization and understand how your actions and words can impact people, if you don’t do something to change it 

and to act on it, then you are just as guilty as everyone else who perpetuates racism and bigotry. 

 

As a Human Rights Commissioner in Portland, Sachs said it was his job to advocate for and be a voice for people 

who were marginalized and people of color.  The terms diversity, equity, and inclusion are not new terms and 

they were in existence long before Black Lives Matter.  They are not code words.  He was angry to hear what 

came from the Council meeting because it was not what he remembered about Albany.  He said he hopes it was 

not the intention of Councilors to sound like bigots or racists, but that is what came out.  The story was covered in 

the The Washington Times.  It is not just a local issue, it is a national issue.  People are looking to Albany now, 

and they are wondering, what’s not to understand?  Sachs is here today as a resource through the No Hate Zone.  

He invited the Councilors to Portland to see how the Human Rights Commission operates and their advisory role 

to the Portland City Council.  He has worked with the police on racial profiling. 

 

Sachs said that Albany has been known for not welcoming people of color.  This saddens him and he hopes it 

saddens the Council.  He encouraged the Council to change their vote and to include equity, diversity, and 

inclusion in the ordinance so that the community can move forward.  He said, it is not our place as white men and 

women to suggest that they don’t know what they are talking about; that just encourages and supports the 

systematic racism that has been in place for years.  He loves this city and always will.  He grew up here, and he 

thinks the Council can do better. 

 

Konopa said, this is our community, the people who are in the audience tonight.  We care about all people in our 

community. 

 

Scott Lawley, 528 2nd Avenue SW #1, said he wants to go on record that he is in favor of the changes to the 

ordinance proposed by the HRC.  He thanked the Council for the opportunity to say so. 
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Audra Baca, 1804 Olivia Circle, said the discussion tonight reminded her of an event at work where nonprofit 

agencies met with health care professionals.  They were all using the same words, but realized they had different 

definitions; i.e., the words “social worker” or “health advocate”.  So along those lines, Baca wanted to read some 

definitions.  She said, inclusion means accepting everyone as a fellow human being.  She noted that this does not 

mean that you have to accept their behavior, but that as humans they have the same basic needs such as food, 

shelter, and water; a sense of self; healthy relationships; and a healthy community that supports them.  Equity is 

recognizing that getting those needs met looks different for everybody, and having an equitable community means 

that the community supports that everyone has a different path to get their needs met.  Diversity means 

celebrating differences, rather than fearing differences or using fear or misconceptions to oppress.  Privilege is 

when you feel oppressed when someone else is asking for equality. 

 

Lisa Walker, 2917 Valley View Drive, said she has been reflecting on what happened at the last Council meeting.  

At that meeting, she felt as though there were two one-way conversations; the audience spoke to the Council, and 

then the Council spoke.  Konopa explained that the Council meetings are like business meetings rather than Town 

Hall meetings.  The Council receives testimony from the audience, and then the testimony concludes and the 

Council deliberates.  If the Mayor allowed the audience to speak while the Council was deliberating, there would 

be several conversations going on at the same time; so during the deliberation phase, the Council doesn’t receive 

more testimony.  Also, it would be unfair to allow additional testimony from one person during deliberation, lest 

they open it back up to all; that would not be productive or constructive and would make it very difficult for the 

Council to reach decisions.  Konopa said if someone wanted to have a Town Hall or invite the Mayor or 

Councilors to other events, they would be happy to do so.  Walker asked if the Councilors are allowed to ask 

questions of the audience members who are testifying.  Konopa said yes, but the audience member would still 

need to come to the podium so they are recorded properly.  Walker said at the last meeting, she spoke about being 

a lesbian in this community and she asked if the Councilors had questions for her now.     

 

Coburn said that after the vote at the last meeting, he made it clear that he wants the Council and the HRC to get 

together in a joint meeting.  He explained that the HRC did not bring the proposed ordinance to the Council in 

advance of the Council meeting for discussion, so the Council had not had an opportunity to talk about it.  He 

said, I don’t have a problem with the words “…diversity, equity, and inclusion…”; but he wanted the three words 

that the HRC struck, “…in the community…”, to be left in the ordinance.  Coburn said he talked to HRC Chair 

Javier Cervantes about this the following week at the Pride Parade.  Coburn said, we need ongoing 

communication with the HRC, and therefore a joint meeting is being planned between the two bodies.  Coburn is 

looking forward to dialogue and he is optimistic that they will be able to find common ground towards a solution.  

Walker thanked Coburn for explaining; she said her impression from the last meeting was that to Coburn, the 

word “harmony” was more important, and that he didn’t value the meaning of the other three words.  She is 

pleased that Coburn wants to have a dialogue with the HRC.  She commented that she thought there had been a 

work session between the Council and the HRC and the language had already been discussed before it was 

presented in the Council meeting.  Coburn said no, it had not.  Walker looks forward to seeing changes.  

 

Konopa explained why the “Rules of Conduct for Public Meetings”, listed on the agenda, includes no clapping.  If 

a person were on the opposite side of an issue than the majority in the audience, it could be intimidating to get up 

and speak, knowing that they would upset the other people in the room.  So, out of respect for different opinions, 

everyone should have a right to speak, and therefore clapping is not allowed.  She said, we want citizens to feel 

comfortable speaking to their local government leaders.  She shared a personal experience of being the only 

person opposed while testifying on a statewide bill, and how intimidating it was to be in the minority.  This has 

been the protocol in Albany for a long time. 

 

Tom Cordier, North Albany, said he was not here for the last Council meeting but read about it and has talked to 

people.  Cordier said he was not surprised that the Council voted the way that they did, nor was he disappointed in 

the way the Council voted.  He has read blogs and newspaper coverage, which included a lot of highly defamatory 

language towards the Council, and he does not appreciate that.  One particular phrase he read was about people 

who wanted the language changed in order to protect the unserved in our community.  He said, he doesn’t know 

who the unserved is.  He said, I am an old white guy, but I have been around the world and served four years in 

the military.  The only unserved groups that he knows of fall into two categories.  The first category is the 

mentally ill.  He said, they are highly unserved in our community, because generally they are homeless and the 

system we have for mental health treats them as capable individuals, yet they are not.  He gave examples of how 

various agencies fail to meet the needs of the mentally ill.  Cordier described his experience with a 23-year-old 

man who he befriended, and the difficulty the man had with navigating the system the way it currently runs.  He 

said, they are being unserved, and they are being left out of this conversation.  Cordier said the second group that 

is being unserved is the unborn.  A political party in this state encourages free abortions on demand.  This is 

terrible for our state to embrace.  Those two groups are underserved, and it is a shame. 

 

Cordier said he thinks a lot of people look for slights or grievances, and gave an example.  He asked that people 

get away from that.  He supports diversity, he embraces all cultures, and he has traveled the world.  He said his 

purpose here tonight is to elevate the positions of the two groups that are underserved, so that we can be aware of 

their positions. 

 

Clarice Amorim Freitas, 728 Montgomery Street SE, said she could give thousands of examples of how people in 

this community experience inequities and other issues regarding diversity and inclusion.  She is part of the Linn 

Benton Health Equity Alliance.  They are organizing a training session in Albany on September 15, 2017, in 
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partnership with Upstream Public Health.  She encouraged the Councilors to attend, either as panel guests or as 

guests in the audience.  In the last six months, more and more people are getting involved in the community.  

People want to know how decisions get made and who to call on the political spectrum.  She said, if you don’t 

give them an opportunity to interact with you, you are missing an opportunity, or you are risking having them take 

your place in a few years.  There are several people who are putting in a lot of effort into talking to the Council, 

and they deserve to be listened to. 

 

 Adoption of Consent Calendar  

 

1) Approval of Minutes 

a) June 12, 2017, Joint Planning Commission and City Council Work Session minutes.   

b) June 14, 2017, Regular Session minutes.   

2) Granting and accepting a resolution for a street and utility right-of-way dedication.                  RES. NO.  6627 

  

The Mayor said staff requested that the June 14, 2017, Regular Session minutes be pulled from the Consent 

Calendar. 

 

Councilor Bill Coburn had a question about Item 2). 

 

MOTION:  Coburn moved to adopt Item 1) a).  Councilor Ray Kopczynski seconded the motion and it 

passed 4-0. 

 

As to Item 2), Coburn asked, is this a City street?  City Engineer Staci Belcastro said it is actually City-owned 

property that was acquired years ago, but it was never converted to right-of-way (ROW).  This particular 

property provides access to Sunrise School and Sunrise Park, and a number of lots on the west side.  This 

action was prompted because the Parks & Recreation Department is working with Greater Albany Public 

Schools (GAPS) to make improvements to Sunrise Park, including construction of a new parking lot.  For 

those reasons, it was timely to do this transaction.  It also helps the homeowners on the west side, because 

currently, a title company search would find that they don’t have access to a public street. 

 

 MOTION:  Coburn moved to adopt Item 2).  Kellum seconded the motion and it passed 4-0. 

 

 Award of Contract 

 

1) Resolution authorizing contract award to National Photocopy Corporation for leased copier services. 

  

MOTION:  Coburn moved to adopt the resolution and Kellum seconded it.  The motion passed 4-0 and was 

designated Resolution No. 6628. 

   

 Award of Bid 

 

1) SS-17-09, Lyon and Ellsworth sewer improvements.   

 

Belcastro said staff recommends awarding the contract to K & R Plumbing Construction of Clackamas, 

Oregon.  The City received three bids.  The project will rehabilitate approximately 1,200 feet of existing 8-

inch sewer main using pipe-bursting, a trenchless construction method.  After the CARA Streetscape project 

is complete, ODOT will pave Lyon Street and Ellsworth Street.   

 

MOTION:  Kellum moved to award the bid to K & R Plumbing Construction Co., Inc. in the amount of 

$281,700.  Coburn seconded the motion. 

 

Kopczynski asked if there is a pattern over time with change orders and low bids.  For example, a contractor 

making an intentional low bid could get the contract, and then increase the price with change orders.  

Belcastro said there are contractors who do that, but their bids look “off” compared to other bids.  When that 

happens, staff will try to have a conversation with contractors before the award.  Discussion followed.  

 

Coburn is surprised that Emery & Sons’ bid was so high.  Belcastro said it could be that they are very busy.  

Discussion followed about the current bid environment and timelines. 

 

VOTE:  A vote was taken on the motion and it passed 4-0. 

 

 Approval of Funding Request 

 

1) Resolution authorizing the City of Albany Parks and Recreation Department to accept a Boating Facility 

Grant in the amount of $118,000 from the Oregon State Marine Board for the replacement of the Takena 

Landing dock.   

 

Parks & Recreation Director Ed Hodney said there have been a couple of Marine Board grants lately, and a 

bonus is that once they decide to support your project, they let you know even before you apply.  In this case, 
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we are looking at a $150,000 project; the grant will cover $118,000, and the balance will be met with in-kind 

services.   

 

 MOTION:  Kopczynski moved to adopt the resolution and Coburn seconded it.  The motion passed 4-0 and 

was designated Resolution No. 6629. 

  

 Approval of Agreement 

 

1) Intergovernmental agreement (IGA) with ODOT for I-5 improvements.   

 

Belcastro said that the IGA is with ODOT and is for preliminary engineering work on the I-5/Santiam 

Highway/View Crest Drive project.  The project is included in ODOT’s Surface Transportation Improvement 

Program (STIP).  The engineering is for improvements to the Knox Butte interchange and will include the 

addition of a northbound lane from the Knox Butte onramp to the View Crest interchange; a southbound 

onramp at Knox Butte; north- and south-bound auxiliary lanes between Knox Butte and Highway 20; and 

sound walls along portions of I-5.  If the Mayor signs the IGA, the City will contribute $200,000 towards the 

preliminary engineering, as outlined in the agenda packet.  Linn County is also contributing $200,000.   

 

Belcastro said in 2007 this item was brought up, and the Council directed staff to send a letter to ODOT 

stating that the City would contribute the funds.  The funds have been held as a contingency in the 

Transportation System Development Charges improvements (TSDCi) funds since that time. 

 

Konopa noted that this was part of the I-5 interchange study that ODOT completed a long time ago.  It is nice 

to see it finally come to fruition. 

 

MOTION: Kellum moved to approve the IGA with ODOT for I-5 improvements.  Kopczynski seconded the 

motion and it passed 4-0. 

 

 Report 

 

1) November and December 2017 Council meeting dates.     

 

Konopa noted that the tentative meetings are placeholders. 

 

MOTION:  Kellum moved to approve the schedule of November and December 2017 Council meeting dates.  

Kopczynski seconded the motion and it passed 4-0. 

 

BUSINESS FROM THE COUNCIL 

 

Coburn asked for more information about Festival Latino.  Konopa noted that it is on Sunday at Monteith Park from 12:00 

p.m. to 4:00 p.m.  Konopa will be attending. 

 

Kellum discussed the good customer service he received at Costco. 

 

Kopczynski noted that the United States Postal Service is selling Forever stamps that commemorate the August 21, 2017, 

solar eclipse event. 

 

Konopa will be at the Oregon Mayors Association Conference this weekend.  

 

Konopa said that there will be a Town Hall with Representative Peter Defazio on August 3, 2017, at the Library; and 

another Town Hall with Senator Jeff Merkley on August 7, 2017, at Linn-Benton Community College.  

 

Brandis Property – Timber Ridge 

 

Troedsson said Hodney has maps that show the Brandis property at Timber Ridge (see agenda file).  Earlier, the Council 

asked staff to initiate a process to solicit interest in the sale and development of the property.  Hodney is ready to draft a 

Request For Proposal (RFP).  The key requirements of responders will be a purchase price and the type of development 

being proposed.  Proposers will have 30 days to respond, and the Council will be briefed on the responses in an Executive 

Session.  Based on Council’s direction, we will draft an agreement with the developer, hold public hearings, and work 

towards a final sale. 

 

Konopa is concerned that 30 days may not be enough time.  Hodney thinks it is sufficient time, although staff can extend 

the advertisement period if the Council so directs.  Hodney has talked to six prospective proposers already.  He said, we 

are soliciting proposals on Areas 1, 2, and 3 on the map.  The bids can be for parts or for all three.  Discussion followed 

about the criteria for the proposals and the process.  

 

ACTION:  Council directed staff to proceed with the Request for Proposal process for the sale of the Timber Ridge 

(Brandis) property. 
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NEXT MEETING DATE:  Work Session:  August 7, 2017; and Regular Session:  August 9, 2017 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 8:30 p.m. 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, Reviewed by, 

 

 

 

Mary Dibble Peter Troedsson 

City Clerk     City Manager  

 


